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Sustainability 

 

Christa: We have Dan Garofalo, Prof. Bob Gieg, representative from Penn’s 

environmental group Laura, and another Laura (committee on environmental 

sustainability) 

 

Dan Garofalo is a Delaware Valley Environmental Committee Fellow, leads university’s 

environmental committee along with Anne Papageorge, founder and past chair of 

Community Design Collaborative, Friends of the Free Library (and a part of many other 

involvements). 

 

Dan: that was quite an introduction. I have 2 Penn Masters – School of Design and Grad 

School of Fine Arts. I am soon to be official sustainability coordinator. It was a real coup 

at the last UC meeting not being remembered by the President. I worked in the office 

of university architect. I’ll give you a little narrative about where Penn is. I have class 

tonight, actually. So I was hired in 2001 and at that time the Delaware Valley Green 

Council…I started bringing nonprofit discussions back to facilities. About 4 years ago, 

the VP at the time decided to fund sustainability effort out of facilities dept. The first 

idea was to fund from a separate pot from facilities budget, some type of addition or 

enhancement of existing capital project. I went to school of design where professors 

are really leaders in this field and asked them what should we do with the $100K. What 

they pointed out to me was that doing something gratuitous like that would fail in a 

couple ways. They told me that I should give the money to them and they’ll run a study. 

So 4 years ago we started a very broad based study at Penn. Energy costs for Penn are 

about $75 million a year. Recycling, transportation and indoor air, energy is where the 

money is, so that’s what we’re gonna focus on. It’s been very rewarding involvement 

for the university. We’re saving a lot of money based on their recommendations. The 

next big area of interest is this president’s climate commitment.  I worked in private 

practice a while and you think this is such an important rigorous commitment, but this 

was hatched by a small group in Boston. The former environmental chair of 

Massachusetts, and the idea was to put pressure on universities to sign a commitment, 

make it easy to sign, and make legislative changes at national levels. About 100 people 

signed up. It found its way to Craig Carnaroli’s desk. He said this sounds good, so why 

don’t we do it. It filtered down to my desk. We were doing them for a lot of reasons but 

mostly b/c it’s good practice and it saves a lot of money. We basically signed over the 

course of a weekend. We get good publicity. The other focus of this is it’s very student –

driven. A few years ago, Laura’s organization got a seat at the UC, and they came to 

me for info on how we’re doing on sustainability on campus. Strategically, these guys 

picked everything bad from the report and reported back to Amy Gutmann. What this 

lead to was a request from the Trustees an extra report on sustainability. That couple of 

years later became this – the pamphlet on Penn’s Commitment to Environmental 

Sustainability. This came about over a course of the weekend as well b/c Pres. 

Gutmann attended something over at the UN.  We’re inviting a lot of faculty and staff 

and students to chair 6 committees and over the course of the spring and summer, 



we’re going to research 6 topics – building  environment, transportation, recycling, 

academics, communications. We’re helping to bring the communities together. These 

committees will start meeting this month.  

 

The final thing about the committee is that it will serve to gather all the info required by 

the President’s Climate Commitment. Focus on greenhouse gas emission. It requires 2 

years from signing a plan to reduce your emissions to 0. We’d like to move toward 

something 20-40 years. What’s gonna happen is that this group is going to make 

recommendations about climate change.  

 

Christa: I just wanted to give everyone a chance to ask questions while Dan’s here. 

 

DanielG@upenn.edu 

 

Tammer: on campus there are random scattered recycling bins, and no one knows 

what’s being done with these. Are there any plans…is there a way to make a little more 

visible and widespread? 

 

Dan: we recycle quite a bit. It’s a pure billing issue. We don’t capture all of our recycling. 

We do it without weighing it. The response is that facilities picks up, people recycle. But 

we have hired consultants to look at this. He’s going to investigate 2 particular buildings 

to tell us what we can improve on. We also have a committee on this as well. But what 

we really want to focus is on universal waste – mercury-filled lightbulbs and 

rechargeable batteries. A lot of people don’t follow the policies we have for this. We 

have the outdoor bins.  

 

Tamer: in particular outside the research buildings of the med school. 

 

Dan: yeah, I’ve actually heard a lot about that.  

 

Mat: I think the question is, is there a constructive way for grad students to get involved 

and help out?  

 

Dan: Yeah, we’re going to have these committees and we’re going to need things. A 

lot of the professors are experienced. 

 

Christa: I just want to have Laura talk for a brief second. She is involved in penn 

environmental group.  

 

Laura: Penn Environmental Group has grown a lot this year. We have 50-60 active 

members. We started this year with lightbulb exchange. And then we did an off 

campus recycling job, Baltimore to Chestnut, 34-39th st. We have a Greenfest on 

College Green every semester. This semester we’re working with business services and 

dining services to do Recycle Mania, it’s a national competition. We want to do one 

event a week. Trash Mountain was a few weeks ago. We gave out drink bottles. we’re 

working on move-out drive at the end of the year, we’re trying to get old furniture that 

can be reused or resold for new students or charity. PEG is just riding the waves while 

trying to get bigger. 
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Meetings are Monday night 8pm at Civic House on Locust Walk.  

 

Christa: next I’m going to bring up Robert Gee. Professor in SAS, Dept. of Earth Scientists. 

He’s also worked on site specific problems. Published articles on dynamics of MS River. 

Completed a manuscript at Johns Hopkins on hydrology and geology of Nile River. Gee 

is here to talk about what we as grad students can do on sustainability. 

 

Robert: when Christa asked me to come here today, she didn’t tell me I was the 

speaker, and she didn’t tell me who you are. Years ago I saw a televised interview of 

Conrad Hilton, and the interviewer asked him many questions about his history and the 

ideas he had to turn his hotel into a multimillion dollar corporation. And the interviewer 

asked him if he wanted to tell the American people something of value. And he turned 

to the camera and said, ladies and gentleman, always put the shower curtain inside 

the tub. So what can grad students do? Stop buying bottled water, print on both sides 

of the paper, walk, don’t ride the bus. There are many things you can do to erase your 

own footsteps. We saw a press release about sustainability compact signed by 

President. She signed on for the university to have a plan by 2009. The group did not 

define sustainability. Nobody as far as I know has defined it. But nonetheless we are 

charging ahead to achieve it. It was suggested that we make a course about 

sustainability at Penn and get a lot of student involvement. But the first thing I do when I 

teach a course is define a title. We set up this course, we enrolled 20 students. What we 

did was bring in people across the university to describe the way the university operates. 

There are 12 schools, and each are fiercely independent. Probably not many major tier 

1 universities in the world that are as decentralized as Penn. This university is very 

responsible in managing our resources. $60K/student. You should realize that you are at 

an institution that gets bigger bang for the buck. The first thing we did was to bring in a 

series of resource people. So having learned that much from the administration about 

how the university worked, the students each selected an issue/aspect of Penn’s march 

towards sustainability to study and to report back. Jan 16th – meeting with Anne 

Papageorge and Craig C. – we presented to them the results. When that was over 

Anne asked us to follow up with recommendations, priority items. The course was very 

exciting to me. They explored all kinds of issues. They went into the faces of lots of 

administrators. High priority items we emphasized = review the responsibility of 

management configuration to build into the system the capacity to span all schools in 

decision making; 2nd recommendation is establishment of sustainability fund or rotating 

loan fund; recommended the appointment of sustainability coordinator who we just 

saw; suggested a program of eco-reps in college housing system, students who will 

receive modest stipend to train and educate students; separate electric meters. Penn 

will soon embark on largest renovation project. Recommended that Rodin House 

should be completed to meet the lead certification. Put a windmill in the wind tunnel 

b/w the college houses. Attach a computer to generate electricity. I can go on, but 

there are a few other items that we thought were priorities. We had a good time, we 

learned a lot, and we passed on lots of useful info to the President and VP.  

 

We wanted to make sure to communicate the efforts we made.  

Christa: Laura went through a grueling process to be selected for the committee on 

sustainability. 



 

Laura: I am a 2nd year student at Fels, govt master’s program. I am 1 of 2 GAPSA policy 

representatives. There are subcommittees that assess the situation and make 

recommendations. Basically I would say the best thing to do is I will give you my email. 

Tell me exactly what your interest is. And my counterpart, Jonathan, and I will 

coordinate what’s going on and get everyone in the loop. 

 

Committees are energy and utilities, waste/recycling, communications, academics, 

materials…. 

 

Laura Grossman 

LAURAGRO@SAS.UPENN.EDU 

 

Exec Reports 

Jessica: happy hour on Irish Pub on 20th. Alexis is in charge of that. There is also an event 

at Helium comedy club, on 28th. Still in negotiation stage.  

 

Christa: pluralism is meeting this month. Discussing community service.  Greenfield 

intercultural center has contacted me.  

 

Alejandro: we’re putting a leadership retreat at Penn. To enhance leadership and 

interaction. May 21-23. We want to get a fair amount of people interested. I will send 

out a general email and send it out to you all. If you could please send it out to your 

schools, that’d be great.  

 

Victor: finance committee is doing 2 major things. The audit of first half of expenditures 

so far. We’ll give you a report on how money is spent. The other thing is put a couple 

event funding applications online so people can apply online.  

 

Alina: I’m working with Victor and Amy.  

 

Henna: please remember to give me the dates for your town hall meetings by tonight. If 

you absolutely cannot, please email me asap. I will also need to speak with the point 

person in charge of food to discuss the details about food. 

 

Neal: the prof. council allocated about half of our travel grants. One to Jessica Kim to 

present at a conference in a 1.5 weeks. And one to Laura Mattern to go to Columbia.  

 

Anne: international council is meeting. Setting up website for incoming international 

students. we’re trying to get the int’l organizations together to have some kind of 

integration/communication thing. 

 

Andrew: the research council is working on 5 priorities. Proposed changes for 

stipends/tuition, Ph.D exit survey, funding for advanced Ph.D students, advocating for 

more resources, examining grievance procedures. You should’ve received our midterm 

report. Also, I would like to remind you of the provost-gapsa award for interdisciplinary 

innovation fellowship. The deadline is 2/29. 
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Dan: leadership retreat is a phenomenal resource. I would highly encourage you to 

reach out. Target it not people who will be graduating this year but in following years. If 

you are taking on a leadership role, you should consider applying. 

 

The Center City Shuttle. We are going to do a huge publicity campaign in March. 

Ridership is going up. 10pm – 3 am, anywhere b/w Market and South down to Broad.  

 

Speed dating event will be run. 2.29 

 

Gradfest08 

 

Wenny: Student Programs committee has 5 different activities planned. We have the 

76ers game coming up tomorrow night. There are about 15 left.  

 

We have Avenue Q this weekend. Apparently they sold out in about 2 minutes. A 

brunch at Yellow Bar on the 24th. 2 course brunch with a cocktail. A dinner on Tuesday 

2/26 at Restaurant School on 45th/Walnut. 2/29 is speed dating. We’re going to do 15 

women and 15 men for now, and it should be fun. Dan, I put your name on the list 

already.  

 

I have mentioned in the past that GradFest is a new tradition that was started by 

GAPSA last year. And what came from that was b/c we’re grad students here at Penn, 

and we consider ourselves either a law student or med student, and we don’t have 

anything unified. So we wanted last year to do something that was just for grad 

students. Gradfest will be on may 3rd this year. It’s really for us to strengthen our 

connection with Penn. Last year, Joung Lee the Vice Chair, lead the effort on gradfest. 

The entire event cost about $80K, which is a drop of a bucket for this university. GAPSA 

devoted 46K from the budget and the surplus we had, and working with business 

services, they helped us raise 25K. and we also got some in-kind donations. So here’s 

the breakdown of how the money was spent. $17K was spent on tents and 

housekeeping. We’re going to do it w/o a tent this year. And if it rains we’ll go to 

Houston Hall. The boat cruise is a huge chunk of the cost but we always get a lot of it 

back b/c it’s always sold out. So what is Gradfest? Last year, we attracted 1000 

students. We encouraged preregistration by entering them in raffle. These on-campus 

events were all free to students. We had a team of volunteers that staffed the entire 

event. In June we did a post-Gradfest survey and asked them to give us feedback. So 

we are using that feedback to make a better Gradfest this year. The tentative schedule 

of events = picnic at Wynn Commons, carnival games, vendor tables, FUNSHOPS from 

12 schools + groups (Engineering students made liquid nitrogen ice cream, Vet brought 

pets, dental students brought toothbrushes and floss), Penn Art Galleries tour (limited 

pre-sign up event to go to the Art Gallery on campus, very popular last year), Alumni 

Relations Penn Quizzo (we’ve been working with alumni relations to do a Penn 

Traditions quizzo, there will be a guy dressed up as Ben Franklin so people can take pics 

with him), meet ‘n greet reception, casino games, boat cruise on Spirit of Philadelphia.  

 

Highlights for what’s new: 

- Grad/prof alumni are welcome back to enjoy gradfest 



- More musical performances (last year had samba band and DJ provided by 

RedBull) 

- Nominal fee for more fun events throughout the day $5? 

- More vendors and sponsors 

 

Different costs: we’re still going to need to spend $70K even w/o the tents. The social 

committee is subsidizing the boat cruise. We’ve gotten corporate sponsors to commit 

certain amounts. If you know of anyone that’s part of a company, preferably marketing, 

that would like to sponsor, please take a sponsorship brochure and hand them over. 

We have Philly Car Share giving in-kind donation, Penn Club of NY, American Airlines will 

be giving us free tickets, Aramark will be giving us tote bags.  

 

Christa: I know everybody knows somebody. I’ve asked my dad to forward on a 

brochure for sponsorship, so they can come down to have a table and recruit students 

for jobs. We need serious funding, so please contact people. 

 

Wenny: please email me any time to give me feedback. 3 ways to get involved – be on 

the planning committee, outreach representatives team, volunteer on day of gradfest. 

 

Make sure your school has a funshop. Please volunteer on day of gradfest.  

 

Jennifer: the university as a whole, are they giving us money?  

 

Christa: Their way of giving us money is hooking us up with business services. Business 

Services can get us discounts through their established contacts.  

 

Wenny: we have asked for money, if that’s what you’re asking.  

 

Jennifer: can the individual school’s council donate money to the pot? 

 

Dan: absolutely.  

 

Discussion of Next Meeting’s Topics 

 

Dan: faculty self-disclosure. We’ve had a few incidences with faculty where they were 

convicted of a crime related to their job. So it’s on every application for staff and 

students about their criminal record, but not so for faculty. They’re still talking about it.  

 

Financial Aid: think about all the questions you may have. why is it that Penn grad 

students have so much debt? Etc. please prepare those questions.  

 

Evaluation Survey Results 

 

Alina: last time we asked you to tell us what we’re doing well and what we’re not. With 

that said, survey results. 

 

Here’s something that came up:  



They would like to have students more involved perhaps by assigning projects and tasks 

individually, but then another person said that it’s hard to get things done due to 

inconsistent attendance. So please come to the meetings. Tell your friends they should 

come to meetings.  

 

Lucas: could we please have reports online. We’ve only had report from research 

council.  

 

Dan: The exec report is in the works. We can’t publicize the UC report. And the 

professional report, you’ll have to talk about it with Neal.  

 

Meeting adjourned 8:30 pm for internal committee meetings 

 


